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TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT
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Why?
What are the Benefits?

Reduce the number of phone calls

Keep parents/guardians informed about transportation 
issues, such as where their children should wait for the 
bus.

Campus staff can use the system to retrieve bus stop 
information for all students.
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Routing & Planning -> eLink
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Logging in to e-Link
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Username format
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(bse) + elink = “bseelink” (bse) + onscreen = “bseonscreen”

(cpe) + elink = “cpeelink” (cpe) + onscreen = “cpeonscreen”

(lpe) + elink = “lpeeilink” (lpe) + onscreen = “lpeonscreen”

(dws) + elink = “dwselink” (dws) + onscreen = “dwsonscreen”

(hre) + elink = “hreelink” (hre) + onscreen = “hreonscreen”

(lxe) + elink = “lxeelink” (lxe) + onscreen = “lxeonscreen”

(lxj) + elink = “lxjelink” (lxj) + onscreen = “lxjonscreen”

(jre) + elink = “jreelink” (jre) + onscreen = “jreonscreen”



Searching for a student…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buses travel slower than cars – always add extra time.
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Select your campus



Enter student information and select “Find Students”
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Select Student
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Bus Stop Information

Bus Number

Pickup Time

Drop Off Time

Bus Stop Location



Reports – Working with multiple 
students
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Student List Report
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Select “Advanced Filter”
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Creating a query
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Select your campus
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Build/Add to Query
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Add additional criteria 
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Add additional criteria –
i.e. Bus Rider 
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Complete the query
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Run the Report
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Compiling Report
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Completed Report
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Parent/Guardian View
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Username = Student ID

Password = D.O.B.



Password Security 
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Parent/Guardian View
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Locate bus 
information

Submit updates, 
complaints, etc.



Limited Options
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Limited Options
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sponsor’s are responsible to cover all tolls, parking fees, over night lodging, and meals in accordance with district policy where applicable.
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